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We present a simple and robust structure for realizing asymmetric Fano transmission characteristics in photonic
crystal waveguide-cavity structures. The use of Fano resonances for optical switching is analyzed using temporal
coupled mode theory in combination with three-dimensional finite difference time domain simulations taking into
account the signal bandwidth. The results suggest a significant energy reduction by employing Fano resonances
compared to more well established Lorentzian resonance structures. A specific example of a Kerr nonlinearity
shows an order of magnitude energy reduction. © 2013 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (050.5298) Photonic crystals; (130.4815) Optical switching devices.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.38.002466

A Fano resonance [1] appears as an interference effect
between a discrete level and a continuum in quantum or
classical systems. In classical physics, it is observed in
systems ranging from waveguide-cavity structures, to
plasmonics and metamaterials [2,3]. In waveguide-cavity
structures, Fano resonances have been shown both theo-
retically [4–7] and experimentally [8–10] to exhibit sharp
asymmetric transmission features. It has been suggested
that this increased frequency sensitivity compared to
Lorentzian resonances may be useful for applications in
switching, electro-optic modulation, and sensing.
In this work, we propose and analyze a simple struc-

ture displaying a Fano resonance. It consists of a single
photonic crystal cavity coupled to a line-defect wave-
guide containing a single hole acting as a partially trans-
mitting blockade. The asymmetry of the Fano resonance
is characterized by a single parameter (the blockade
transmittance jtBj), which may be tuned by simply vary-
ing the radius of the blockade hole, rb. Compared to
structures based on an additional cavity [4,8] or two
waveguide blockades [5,9], where the asymmetry is
characterized by two parameters, our design is simpler to
analyze and requires fewer parameters to be controlled
accurately in the fabrication process.
We analyze our structure in the context of all-optical

switching based on temporal coupled mode theory
(TCMT) [11]. The analysis is targeted at investigating
the interplay between the sharp transmission features
of the Fano resonance and the bandwidth and energy
requirements of all-optical switching devices [12]. With
our optimized design, we find an order of magnitude
reduction in switching energy compared to a structure
with a Lorentzian transmission line shape.
Figure 1(a) shows waveguide-cavity structures with

different blockade-hole configurations. Light may pass
through the structure via coupling to the cavity or di-
rectly through the waveguide. A Fano resonance appears
if light passing through these paths interferes at the out-
put. The green circles show a conventional design [13,14]
with complete blockade jtBj � 0, which results in a

Lorentzian transmission line shape due to the absence of
interference. The single red circle shows our design with
partial blockade jtBj ∈�0; 1�, and the corresponding trans-
mission spectra calculated from 3D finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) simulations [15] are shown in
Fig. 1(b). FDTD modeling is performed using a parallel
simulation/optimization package developed in-house
[16]. The cavity mode is odd with respect to reflections
along the vertical symmetry-plane through the center of
the cavity [see Fig. 1(a)]. In this case, the TCMT equa-
tions for the signal are [11]

Fig. 1. (a) Photonic crystal waveguide-cavity structure with
holes of radii rb in the waveguide (red and green) and r0 in
the remaining lattice. The field profile jHj2 is overlaid. (b) Trans-
mission spectra found from 3D FDTD calculations (circles) for
the different blockade configurations in (a), where a is the
lattice constant and c the speed of light. The blue curve corre-
sponds to an unblocked waveguide, and the red and green
curves match the colors in (a). The solid lines are fits using
Eq. (3). The insets show jHj2 using CW excitation in the “on”
and “off” states of the Fano structure as indicated by the red
squares.
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daS�t�
dt
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p
siS�t�; (1)

soS�t� � tBsiS�t� −
���
γ

p
aS�t�; (2)

where jaSj2 is the energy of the signal inside the cavity,
jsiSj2 (jsoSj2) is the input (output) power in the waveguide,
δS � ωC − ωS is the detuning, γC � ΔωC∕2 is the total de-
cay rate, γ is the cavity-waveguide coupling rate, and δNL
is the (generally complex) perturbation of the resonance
due to nonlinearities. In continuous wave (CW) excita-
tion, the time-derivative of the slowly varying envelope
aS equals zero, and the linear transmission spectrum is

TCW �
�
�
�
�jtBj2 � ijtBjjrBj −

γ

iδS � γC

�
�
�
�
2
; (3)

where jtBj2 � jrBj2 � 1. From Eq. (3) it is seen that the
asymmetry of the transmission is determined by a single
parameter (the amplitude of the blockade transmit-
tance). From Fig. 1(b) it is evident that the expression
in Eq. (3) accounts very well for the transmission found
from FDTD simulations. Also, from this figure, it is clear
that for a Fano resonance, a small shift of the resonance
can lead to a much larger switching contrast than for
the conventional Lorentzian line shape. For high-speed
signals, however, it is necessary to consider the finite
signal bandwidth and we therefore consider the energy
transmission

TU�jtBj; δS;ΩS� �
R
TCW�ω�Pi

S�ω;ΩS�dωR
Pi
S�ω;ΩS�dω

; (4)

where Pi
S is the input power and ΩS is the full-width at

half-maximum (FWHM) of the input spectrum.
The signal transmission may be changed dynamically

by a (relatively strong) pump pulse, which causes the
nonlinear shift δNL. To evaluate the switching perfor-
mance of the structure, some requirements must be
imposed on the “on” and “off” state transmission levels
Ton
U and Toff

U , corresponding to the pump being present
or not. As an example, we require an “on” state transmis-
sion Ton

U ≥ 0.7 and a switching contrast Ton
U ∕Toff

U ≥ 12 dB
and use Gaussian pulses with FWHM ΩS∕P , where the
subscripts correspond to the signal and pump, respec-
tively. Under the assumption that the nonlinear effect
caused by the pump pulse simply frequency shifts the
linear transmission spectrum, Eqs. (3) and (4) contain im-
portant information about the maximum achievable
switching contrast at any given signal detuning δS. The
maximum “on” state transmission is always largest in
the linear regime, because the detuning is constant in
time, while it changes dynamically during the passage
of the signal in the nonlinear regime. From Eqs. (3)
and (4) we can calculate the detuning δmin

S , which will
result in a minimum nonlinear shift δmin

NL , such that the
“on” state transmission TU�δmin

S � δmin
NL � ≥ 0.7 and the

switching contrast TU�δmin
S � δmin

NL �∕TU�δmin
S � ≥ 12 dB.

This is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 2. In the right

panel we show the dependence of δmin
NL on the blockade

transmittance and the cavity linewidth for a fixed signal
bandwidth. The energy transmission also depends on
γ∕γC , and we fix this ratio at γ∕γC � 0.9, which is esti-
mated from the FDTD calculations in Fig. 1(b). When
the cavity linewidth increases, the transmission broad-
ens, demanding a larger nonlinear shift δmin

NL . Similarly,
cavity linewidths that are small compared to the pulse
bandwidth also require a larger nonlinear shift. As a re-
sult, there is a minimum in the nonlinear shift for any
given blockade transmittance, unless the transmission
requirements are violated before this minimum occurs.

The switching energy is defined as the minimum pump
energy needed to fulfill the above requirements. The re-
lation between the nonlinear shift δNL and the pump en-
ergy inside the cavity depends on the nature of the
nonlinearity. The cavity energy, however, increases with
decreasing cavity linewidth in a manner that is indepen-
dent of jtBj, as seen from Eq. (1). Therefore, for any given
ΔωC , the switching energy is expected to be reduced by
choosing jtBj to minimize δmin

NL , because it sets a lower
bound on the nonlinear shift, and hence, on the required
pump energy. From Fig. 2 it is seen that the advantage of
the Fano resonance compared to the Lorentzian reso-
nance (at jtBj � 0) is twofold: First, a smaller nonlinear
shift is required, and second, a smaller cavity linewidth
may be used without violating the requirements.

As a simple and illustrative example of the connection
between the reduction in δmin

NL observed in Fig. 2 and the
reduction in switching energy, we consider the Kerr ef-
fect, where the nonlinear shift is proportional to the
pump energy inside the cavity, δNL�t� � FNLjaP�t�j2.
The pump field aP is governed by Eq. (1) with subscripts
“S” replaced by “P”. Separation of the equations for aS
and aP is possible if we consider a multimode cavity
[12,17]. For a fixed signal bandwidth ΩS and γ∕γC �
0.9, we vary the blockade transmittance jtBj and
resonance linewidth ΔωC . For each parameter set, the
detuning is chosen to be δS � δmin

S corresponding to
the minimum nonlinear shifts in Fig. 2. A minimum pump

Fig. 2. Left: Energy transmission as a function of detuning for
three different values of jtBj with ΔωC∕ΩS � 5. The thick parts
of the curves indicate the intervals �δmin

S ; δmin
S � δmin

NL �. Right:
Minimum nonlinear shift δmin

NL as a function of the cavity line-
width ΔωC and blockade transmittance jtBj. The frequency shift
and cavity linewidth are normalized with the signal bandwidth
ΩS . Tmax

U and Tmin
U are the maximum and minimum transmission

for a given parameter set �jtBj;ΔωC�.
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energy Umin
Pi is then found by varying the pump parame-

ters (detuning, bandwidth, and delay with respect to the
signal). The result is shown in Fig. 3. The features of
Fig. 3 are very similar to those of Fig. 2. Because FNL
is real in our example, it follows from Eq. (1) that the
nonlinear effect only frequency shifts the linear transmis-
sion spectrum. Furthermore, δmin

NL and δNL�t� scale simi-
larly with the cavity linewidth, because δNL is directly
proportional to the cavity energy. In fact, the deviations
between Figs. 3 and 2 are caused only by the dynamical
shift of the resonance in the nonlinear case, as discussed
above. We observe that the optimum switching energy in
Fig. 3 corresponding to the Fano resonance with jtBj≃
0.5 is more than an order of magnitude smaller than
for the Lorentzian line with jtBj � 0. A more elaborate
TCMT model is necessary to make predictions about
the achievable energy reduction for carrier-induced
nonlinearities [13,14], but from the reduction in δmin

NL
observed in Fig. 2, a significant energy reduction is ex-
pected in the general case. We notice that if the switched
pulses are to be further transmitted, additional limita-
tions on the acceptable spectral distortion may need
to be formulated.
In conclusion, we have proposed a simple photonic

crystal waveguide-cavity structure that exhibits Fano
resonances governed by only a single control parameter
that can readily be varied experimentally. Taking into
account the bandwidth of the signal and demands for

“on” state transmission and switching contrast, we have
shown that, in general, a significant energy reduction is
expected for a Fano line shape compared to a Lorentzian
line shape, with our example showing an order of mag-
nitude reduction. In this work, we focused on the appli-
cation of Fano resonances in optical switching, but we
note that the increased sensitivity to the resonance
frequency may find application in a broader range of
devices including sensors and modulators.
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Fig. 3. Minimum switching energy Umin
Pi as a function of the

resonance linewidth ΔωC and blockade transmittance jtBj.
The characteristic energy is given by U0 � ΩS∕FNL. The orange
circle indicates the minimum for a Lorentzian line shape, the
cross indicates the overall energy minimum, and their ratio
of 11 dB quantifies the achievable energy reduction by using
a Fano resonance.
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